
WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

9.30 am     Introductions

1.15pm        Activity  (60 mins)

9.40am      Icebreaker Activity 

12.00pm     Report Back (30mins)

Finish  

12.30pm     Lunch (45mins)

10.00am     Activity   (60mins)

4.00pm      Next Steps (10mins)

11.00am     Activity   (60mins)

2.15pm        Activity  (60 mins)

3.15pm        Report Back (45mins)

(10.55am - 10 min break) 

(2.10pm - 10 min break) 

The Croskell PSP is an “infill” precinct that will build on the character of the surrounding Cranbourne and Clyde community.

A central green spine following the course of the future wetlands will provide amenity to residents and workers and create

water reuse opportunities for the precinct. The retention of the undulating topography and existing vegetation will establish

a strong sense of precinct character. Croskell will deliver a regionally significant commercial precinct with over 3000 jobs,

along with a mix of housing typologies and densities. The precinct will extend the Thompsons Road business corridor, to

attract employers by leveraging the precinct’s strong connections to other employment areas in the south east, including the

Dandenong National Employment and Innovation Cluster. Croskell will emphasise local and regional connections, delivering

a road and pathway network that encourages walking and active modes of transport and supports the use of emerging

transport technologies. The precinct will connect workers and residents to internal destinations and surrounding activity

centres, as well as link with connections to the Cranbourne Railway Station and the future Cranbourne East Railway station.

The precinct will be well serviced by public transport along the arterial roads and the internal connector road network.

Emerging Vision Statement 

ACTIVITY #1 - Land Use Typologies and Precincts (60min)

Key References:

Context 

Southeast Economics -

Context

ZoningSoutheast Economics -

Opportunities

To validate proposed the land use / precincts plan and receive

feedback. To explore alternative land use arrangements &

locations 

Q: Do you agree with the proposed breakdown of employment vs

residential land? Do you propose alternative locations for

employment and residential land uses? 

Q: What are the opportunities or benefits could each land use

deliver? How can these land uses leverage off the PFN?

Q: Where are there opportunities for gateway locations? What

uses could be included in these locations? 

Q: Where could an activity centre be located? 

Q: Where should more intensive employment land be located?

(such as warehouse, logistics) 

Q: Where should less intensive employment be located (such as

light industry, offices/ bulky goods) 

Q: Where are there opportunities to apply a Mixed Use Zone?

What could these mix of uses be? 

Q: How could employment uses respond to topography and

existing vegetation?  

Q: What are some real projects to consider in Croskell? Drag

across images from a google search if you can 

Drawing Key

Intensive

employment uses

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

Secondary Gateway

Primary gateway

boulevard 

Less Intensive

employment uses

Future

Education

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Future Community

Facility

Open Space

MICLUP PLAN

PSP Features & Principles: 

F.8.3 Locate complementary land uses adjacent to existing

or future employment areas, particularly industrial

employment areas 

F.8.4 Protect existing and future priority freight routes from

conflicting land uses. 

F.9.2 Co-locate complemetary commerical, retail,

education, medical and other employment uses within or

adjacent to activity centres. 

Drawing Tool Kit:

SN-Suggest mixed

use/Residential

with intenstive

uses to the

immediate north of

this.

Note: New

commercial

development

underway on NW

corner of William

Thwaites Blvd &

Thompsons Road.

Note: Large retirement

village and aged care

centre being developed

on the NE corner of

Narre-Cranbourne Road

and Thompsons Road.

500m radius

200m radius

Chris E - wants to

know about the

detail of the

intesive

employment.

What is meant

Utilisation of

Thompsons

road agreed -

Chris E

James:

opportunities to

maximise the

access from

Thompsons Rd

SN - School-

move to north

of utility

easement onto

Parcel 11

Drainage

needs work

- Chris E

SN-crossing over

desalination pipeline

potential issues.

Push all drainage

west of desalination

pipeline.

Designation of

employment land

is consistent with

the purpose of the

PSP. (Paul M)
SN-create larger

primary gateway

area on parcel 11 to

provide wider

diversity of uses

THompsons Road PSP

had issues with hard

lines between uses -

Chris E. NEed to enable

market response to

enable employment

uses including smaller

format.

Enable flexible

zoning controls to

enable a variety of

employment uses

(Chris Engert)

Sherie: have

flexibility to be

able to

accomodate

what specific

sectors need

Sheerie O -

Agree with

Chris. Critical

for economic

development

Response for Sarah - this

would take the school out

of the residential area

and locate it with

employment land, leading

to possible land use

conflict (Lisel)

SN-Parcel 11. Need to allow for

less intensive uses in the south

complementary to a future

school site/commuity facilties

and linkages with utility

easement and adjoining

waterway. the warehouses/

logistics could be mixed in with

other uses.

Marc: Along

Thompsons road

should be only

commercial/

employment and not

residential. 

Marc - embrance that this is

an employment hub - earliest

days of Casey. 'thompsons

Road was going to be the

place of the employment'. Old

testiment approach to resi.

New testiment - go with MAB

and invest in the employment

fully hardily 

Marc- Supportive

of emplyment,

not supportive

with the open

space

Marc - the buffer to abitoir 

Disagree with the location

of the AOS

How do we extra value

adds from the

transimission easement.

Spiire concept not 

Marc: Easement should

represent a future

opportunity. 

James- there should be a

cost benefit analysis 

(moving the cable to the

southern part)

James - Wagstaff were

party to an agreement

to the easement and

believe there is still

opportunity to

negotiate relocating

the DESAL pipe 

Encourage use of land

under HV easement for

employment land uses

per other PSPs - e.g. 

Thompsons Rd  / Mt

Aitkinson (Chris Engert)

Wagstaff - Idea to

investigate relocating

the pipe. Cost benefit

analysis VPA - advice

is that it is incredibly

expensive 

Recommend to

provide passive open

space instead of

active open space in

the north of the

easement. (Rick L)

Maximise employment

land uses along

Thomsons Rd - major

exposure opportunities

to this ky Principal

Freight Network (Chris

Engert)

KB- Option:

swap over to

the north-east

side 

Minimise irregular

superlots -to

maximise

employment land

(Chris Engert)

MAB's proposed

logistic park could be

a catalyst for the PSP

and strengthen the

freight attributes of

the region, (Paul M)

SN - Parcel 11 - can there be

mixed-use located to the

north of the utilities

easement on Parel 11 to

allow for additional

residential to offset the loss

of residential due to the

large school site on Parcel

16.

Chris-supports

Residential in this area

to avoide creation of

new sensitive uses

And supports the

proposed layout of this

map. 

Residential 

Higher amenity

employment

interfacing with

resi and

waterways - Sarah

University

Hill

example -

Chris E

Potential for

future windfarms

to supply DESAL

in the future

What is the

future of the

D. Plant? 

Relocation?-

Janes

SN-Parcel 11 - need to

investigate opportunities

to reduce drainage

waterway width through

innovative technologies

consistent with the

Emerging Vision

Statement

Move Buffer to

provide more

employment

land - Rick

K Bourke - Why

wouldn't we put

residential in the

south east of the

site.

More likely softer

smaller employment -

Local employmetn  -

Chris E - 1200-

4000m2 lots are in

demand 

Difficult for

residents to

cross the arterial

road network -

Marc

Why do we

need this

residential

area here? -

Marc

Rezone to
employmetn -

fully 

Possibility to

rezone and

make it all

employment -

Marc 

Opportunity to

expand the

employment land to

further enhacne the

potential of

employment land.

Happy with the current split

base on the current planning

context. But worth to explore

to extend the PSP boundary to

the Narre Warren -

Cranbourne Road and if

possible, then you can extend

the employment use all the

way to the Narre-Cranb road.

(Rick L)

Buffer zone is

too restrictive

- James

Rezone to employmetn - fully 

Create more

opportunities

for larger

employment 

HO -  could

this overlay

amended? -

James

Similar to

Element

Park

Not required

if all

employment -

Wagstaff

Retention basin is oversized

- impacting employment

land uses. MAB / Afflux has

prepared a revised

drainage strategy reducing

that splits the drainage on

either side of the MW

watermain

(Chris Engert)

Stormwater

harvesting off

roofs, reducing

need for

retardation areas

SN-reduce

waterway width

by using

innovative

technologies

Unnamed area

Day 1 - Monday 11 July 

Croskell PSP 

Co-Design Workshop 

Growth Corridor Plan

ACTIVITY #2 -  Built Form & Interface Outcomes (60min)

Key References:

To validate the proposed built form outcomes plan and receive

feedback. To explore alternative built form outcomes and

interface areas as suggested by attendees

Q: The Plan has nominated areas where there is proposed

built form controls, do you agree? Where could others be

located?

Q: How should built form present to the employment

edges? 

Q: How should housing areas present to adjoining land

uses? Where are areas of potential sensativity or

opportunity?

Q: Should there be a design interface to  local parks or

waterways assets? What could this look like?

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, what should

be changed?

Q: How can built form and land use leverage off the

waterway corridor? 

Q: Q: What are some real projects to consider in Croskell

in managing the interface between employment and

residential land uses? Drag across images from a google

search if you can 

Drawing Key

Employment Interface

to Open Space

Employment Edge

Gateway Sites

Employment Interface

to Residential

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

PSP Features & Principles: 

T3 The PSP should facilitate increased housing diversity,

with at least three distinct housing typologies to be

included in higher density areas (defined by T1).

15.01 Support the creation of well-designed places that are

memorable, distinctive and liveable.

15.01 Ensure development responds to its context and

reinforces a sense of place and the valued features and

characteristics of the local environment and place by

respecting the: Pattern of local urban structure and

subdivision. Underlying natural landscape character and

significant vegetation. Neighbourhood character values

and built form that reflect community identity.

Drawing Tool Kit: 500m radius

200m radius

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

SN-Parcel 11

show gateway

site and large

mixed use area.

This road does not

correspond to the

topography  - James. 

Option- to curve it to

the right

SN - Question: will MW

require a road interface to the

waterway reserves or can lots

have a direct abuttal with

internal access tracks

provided on private property?

Preference for the latter. Let

built form outcome dictate

interface with reserves.

Contour

information is

inaccurate 

Rick - Question:

how are the

proposed hights 

interacting with

existing highs  Chris E - Don't

refer to heights.

Write it into the

intent rather than

specifying 

CE - preferred heights

should be specify in the

PSP document . 

Should be treated as

another element but

not determined at this

stage

Employment Edge / interface

locations generally OK. Remove

reference to building heights -

PSP should just make reference

in objectives / guidelines to

activation of key movement

networks - building heights is

just one of many development /

land use attributes

Is there opportunity to

retain existing freezers

(part of existing meat

processes infrastructure)

through consideration of

road alignment. MB

Wagstaff

Not enough

information to

make decisions

regarding

crossings etc -

James

Not enough

information to

know where

building heights

will be

SN - can roads be

partially or wholly

located in the utilities

easement?  Need to

explore this to

maximise

developable land.

We should show the

location of the intersections

and design the continuation

according to the desired

design in the future.  - CE

Richard response -  is to set

an intention  Hilsville

Kooweerup

Road built

form example

Flexibility about

heights is key and

could be decided

at a leter stage... -

Cris
Rick Liu - Generally

ok with locations

but do not think

there is a need to

prescribe heights 

Waggstaff - agree

with the intent for

higher standard

builtform outcomes

in these areas  

VPA - no

opportunity for

locating the

road in the

easement

currently 

Acoustic protection to the

residents should be

considered if uses such as

parking are considered for

the easement - CE

VPA - nothing can be

located on the north side of

the easement

CE - opportunities to

maximize the use of

the easement. e.g.

road crossings (see

example)

 There should be a

compromise 

SN - do we have to

have roads

abutting the

utilities easement? 

could lots back

onto it?

KB - explore

possibility to

place Solar

panels in the

easement

Solar or Batteries

Solar or
Batteries

Move road off

interface to

allow

alternative

interfaces 

VPA- plans for

future

transmission

lines

VPA - Aus net

considering

further

transmission

lines 

Consider

buildings directly

interfacing

waterways - Chris

E + Sarah

CE -LAND USE

OPPORTUNITY 

Casey fields

boulevard: maximise

the land use to

access that key

transport road

Unnamed area

IT HELP HUB  QUICK REFERENCE LINKS 

Co-Design Introductory

 Video 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell PSP

Workshop Video - July2022 Final2 -

YouTube
Open link

Click on the bottom right hand side of the image to follow the link or copy and paste the URL

Pre - Co Design

Workshop Outcome

Report 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell-PSP-

Pre-Co-design-Landowner-

Workshop-Summary-Report-April-

2022.pdf (vpa-

web.s3.amazonaws.com)
Open link

VPA - Croskell 

Website 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell

Precinct Structure Plan - VPA
Open link

Need help with zooming:

 There are a few options here! 

With the scroll wheel on your mouse

or

Using the trackpad on your laptop

(NOTE: If using the Chrome browser,

you can pinch to zoom in.

Otherwise, the two finger scroll will

zoom with the trackpad).

Panning is also critical to getting

around a mural. 

To pan with the mouse, click and

hold background. Then move left or

right. Or, use the trackpad with two

fingers.

Notice that you can see where you

are in the mural in the mini-screen in

the bottom right.

Need help with panning:
Need help with adding a

sticky note:

 Double click on the background of

a mural to create a sticky note

without having to enter the toolbar.

Need help with adding

content:

To add content, explore thedrawing

toolkit under each activity map on

the right. You'll see options to add ,

shapes, connectors, icons, and

sticky notes. 

Drag any element onto the mural,

and position it where you want. 

You can also add images and PDF

documents to your mural straight

from your hard drive. Just drag a file

into your mural, and drop it in place.

Need help with using

shortcuts:

Some of the more common

shortcuts include:

DELETE or BACKSPACE Deletes

an element

CTRL or CMD + Z = Undo

CTRL or CMD + C = Copy

CTRL or CMD + V = Paste

You can select multiple elements at

once with the SHIFT key.

Need more help! 

David Housden (MURAL) - 0413 681 869 

Kingsley McGlew (Teams) - 03 9651 9668 

Emerald Thompson (MURAL) - 0400 146 160 

Unnamed area

A windsock 

A yellow hat 

A green back pack 

A bag of cement 

A dinosaur 

A bag of fruit 

4 red tulips 

A sleeping baby 

A goose 

A glass of water 

A pair of red shoes 

A blue rabbit 

A fox 

Number 26 

A black and white

hat 

A whistle 

A milk truck 

Ice Breaker Activity 

Where Am I ?? 

Use the scroll function on your mouse to zoom in and

around the image to find the items below. 

Once you have found them, double click on the item

and write your name on a sticky note. 

Now you have had time to familarise yourself

with the image, choose a character which best

represents you and introduce yourself to the

group 

note: you do not need to be too serious in

choosing a character

Rowan

Rowan

Rowan

Rowan

Sherie

Rwoan

Rwoan

Rwoan

Rwoan

James

Rwoan

Kevin

Rwoan

Rwoan

Rowan

Lisel

Rowan

Marc

LIsel

Lisel

LIsel

Andrea

Sarah

North

kevin

Chris E

Kevin

Lisel

Lisel

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #1 - Land Use Typologies and Precincts (60min)

Key References:

Context 

Southeast Economics -

Context

ZoningSoutheast Economics -

Opportunities

To validate proposed the land use / precincts plan and receive

feedback. To explore alternative land use arrangements &

locations 

Q: Do you agree with the proposed breakdown of employment vs

residential land? Do you propose alternative locations for

employment and residential land uses? 

Q: What are the opportunities or benefits could each land use

deliver? How can these land uses leverage off the PFN?

Q: Where are there opportunities for gateway locations? What

uses could be included in these locations? 

Q: Where could an activity centre be located? 

Q: Where should more intensive employment land be located?

(such as warehouse, logistics) 

Q: Where should less intensive employment be located (such as

light industry, offices/ bulky goods) 

Q: Where are there opportunities to apply a Mixed Use Zone?

What could these mix of uses be? 

Q: How could employment uses respond to topography and

existing vegetation?  

Q: What are some real projects to consider in Croskell? Drag

across images from a google search if you can 

Drawing Key

Intensive

employment uses

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

Secondary Gateway

Primary gateway

boulevard 

Less Intensive

employment uses

Future

Education

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Future Community

Facility

Open Space

MICLUP PLAN

PSP Features & Principles: 

F.8.3 Locate complementary land uses adjacent to existing

or future employment areas, particularly industrial

employment areas 

F.8.4 Protect existing and future priority freight routes from

conflicting land uses. 

F.9.2 Co-locate complemetary commerical, retail,

education, medical and other employment uses within or

adjacent to activity centres. 

Drawing Tool Kit:

Alternate

Land use

plan

500m radius

200m radius

Residential 

GB - propose

to redisign

Casey Fields

boulevard, 

GB - this

road could

be straight 

GB -

commercial

use  in this

area

Tim - Percentage pf residential is

too low.

This is not an Industrial precinct, it is

an Employment and the residential

use should be explore in more

depth.

The residential option has not been

explored. Why?

VPA response: sfter pre co-design

session feedback was that this 

should ld be employment. 

Tim - Why was Residential

not explore in more

depth?

Miclub encourages

employment uses not

industrial

(apendix 1 - methodology) 

Option? Potentially

acquire this resi

land and create 1

large open space

reserve

- Bridget G

Rationale of

joining north

and south

residential - TP 
Where is the

RESIDENTIAL

in Business

with

Residential

Emphasise

residential

connection

along this

Connector

emphasize

commercial

use frontages

TP

Cranbourne north is

a good example of

commercial uses on

the ground and resi

above.  - TP

If this area is

considered

residential DET

could consider a

school in this area 

- Tim

Potential to
consider school innorth to achieve a

more suitable
shape

GB - what are the

potential commercial

uses proposed, given

the extend of the

proposed comercial

use land. 

Traneit Plains,

Mt Akinson,

Minta Farm - 

Probably In3z or

IN1Z. Not likely to

be CZ due to office

likely to head to

towrads Naree

Warren 

VPA - School to

the north would

necessitate the

need for this

crossing

GB - suggested a workshop

with engineers and a cost

benefit analysis. to explore

easement option 

and crossing points

Greag to provide some

options to show the

feasibility 

Not a great

place for a

connection -

Tim P

Oreana requested

there land south of

the easement to be

added  as part of

the POS

What is

happening

with this piece

of land? - Tim

Tim - Instead of a

buffer, provide

different building

design options

KB - Crossovers in

the utility reserve -

there is a plan to

duplicate the

transmission lines

Tim- standard

residential

interface here

20 dwellings/

ha in beige

proposed. TP

30 dwellings/

ha in orange

proposed. TP

Unnamed area

Growth Corridor Plan

ACTIVITY #2 -  Built Form & Interface Outcomes (60min)

Key References:

To validate the proposed built form outcomes plan and receive

feedback. To explore alternative built form outcomes and

interface areas as suggested by attendees

Q: The Plan has nominated areas where there is proposed

built form controls, do you agree? Where could others be

located?

Q: How should built form present to the employment

edges? 

Q: How should housing areas present to adjoining land

uses? Where are areas of potential sensativity or

opportunity?

Q: Should there be a design interface to  local parks or

waterways assets? What could this look like?

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, what should

be changed?

Q: How can built form and land use leverage off the

waterway corridor? 

Q: Q: What are some real projects to consider in Croskell

in managing the interface between employment and

residential land uses? Drag across images from a google

search if you can 

Drawing Key

Employment Interface

to Open Space

Employment Edge

Gateway Sites

Employment Interface

to Residential

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

PSP Features & Principles: 

T3 The PSP should facilitate increased housing diversity,

with at least three distinct housing typologies to be

included in higher density areas (defined by T1).

15.01 Support the creation of well-designed places that are

memorable, distinctive and liveable.

15.01 Ensure development responds to its context and

reinforces a sense of place and the valued features and

characteristics of the local environment and place by

respecting the: Pattern of local urban structure and

subdivision. Underlying natural landscape character and

significant vegetation. Neighbourhood character values

and built form that reflect community identity.

Drawing Tool Kit: 500m radius

200m radius

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

Difficult to

deliver 2-3

storey, ot

supportive of

such large area 

- Greg B

Casey

industrial

guidelines 

Seek good

existing

examples

from Council

Display

examples of

built form on

Thursday

session - RO

VPA

Rick - circulate

Casey's employment

guidelines.

Examples of things

that casey doesn't

want to repeat re.

built form

Need to engage

with DOT early re

servicing road and

access to

Thompsons Rd. RO

VPA

Greg -

Landscaping

ishould be

integrated to the

build form

Need to

consider

overpass of

Thompsons

Rd interface

Need to

consider

interface to

overpass

Look at MRPV

notes around

what they said

about overpass

from pitching

notes

Interface to be

a integration of

landscape and

built form

Bleed back from

high intensity

employment to

residential from key

corner of B-C Road

and Thomsons

Road.

Unnamed area

MAB's preferred alternative

- rationalising drainage

(based on Afflux work) -

enabling more equitable

distribution of drainage and

maximising land use along

key internal roads 

MAB's Alliance 

Business Park -

Whittlesea - example

of  built form

interfacing with 

employment land

uses

• Regionally-significant commercial areas: These include commercial areas and places identified in Plan Melbourne

as major activity centres as well as growth area business with residential precincts identified in Growth Corridor

Plans. They should provide for and support access to a wide range of goods and services, including office and retail

development, and provide for a wide range of employment opportunities. They are expected to deliver more

intensive forms of employment uses including office and commercial activity.

Regionally-significant commercial areas: These include commercial areas and places identified in Plan Melbourne

as major activity centres as well as growth area business with residential precincts identified in Growth Corridor

Plans. They should provide for and support access to a wide range of goods and services, including office and retail

development, and provide for a wide range of employment opportunities. They are expected to deliver more

intensive forms of employment uses including office and commercial activity.

Growth area business and residential precincts are identified in Growth Corridor Plans and are considered as places

of regional significance able to provide for a wide range of employment opportunities. These areas are expected to

deliver more intensive forms of employment uses including service industries, office and commercial activity,

research and development and some large format retailing. The precincts may also include residential, cultural,

recreational and civic uses as part of a broader mix of activities supporting the overall employment activities. These

precincts should have a primary role for economic and employment purposes with no less than 50 per cent of the

land in each precinct being allocated for these purposes.

Consider the future demand for and need for, commercial and employment land across the growth areas and

ensure that PSPs make adequate and sufficient provision to accommodate longer-term commercial and

employment needs.

The Thompsons Road Business Corridor is identified in the South East Growth Corridor Plan as a future high

amenity business with residential precinct to support a mix of business services, service industry and associated

uses. It will have easy access to the future major activity centre at Clyde North and will be readily accessible to the

Principal Public Transport Network by a series of north-south connections. Planning for the area should ensure that

a potential freight route along Thompsons Road is protected from sensitive uses.

Considerable provision has been identified for future commercial development at future activity centres in growth

areas as well as at two key growth area business with residential precincts in Cardinia and Casey. Future activity

centres will play an important role in providing for future retail and office floorspace and supporting the delivery of

20-minute neighbourhoods. The growth areas business with residential precincts also offer an opportunity to

provide for significant office development and higher-order, knowledge-based jobs in the region. Combined these

areas provide an opportunity to accommodate demand for future commercial floorspace and deliver more jobs in

the region.

Support the development of growth area business with residential precincts for predominately commercial

development providing for higher-order, knowledge-based jobs and businesses. These precincts should have a

primary role for economic and employment purposes with no less than 50 per cent of the land in each precinct

being allocated for these purposes.

Appendix 1- Methodology

Future ‘business with residential’ areas identified in Growth Corridor Plans have also been identified as future

commercial land and discounted to 50 per cent of land area to account for potential residential development.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://vpa-web.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Croskell-PSP-Pre-Co-design-Landowner-Workshop-Summary-Report-April-2022.pdf
https://vpa.vic.gov.au/project/croskell/#supporting-documentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY



